Ammon’s Wall®

Ammon’s Wall® is stocked in the five earth-toned color blends shown. Custom colors are available upon special order and when quantities permit.

Chocolate/Tan Blend  Gettysburg Gray  South Mountain Sand  Russet  Hickory

PLEASE NOTE: Hanover’s blended colors consist of several shades and will include some solid and some blended pieces.

Chapel Stone® Garden Wall

Chapel Stone® Garden Wall, Chapel Stone® Radius and Chapel Stone® Wall Caps are stocked in the three color blends shown. Custom colors are available upon special order and when quantities permit.

Gray Blend  Tan Blend  Canyon Blend

PLEASE NOTE: Hanover’s blended colors consist of several shades and will include some solid and some blended pieces.

Pillar Cap & Step Block

Chocolate  Gray  Sand

PLEASE NOTE: Additional custom blending is available on special order when quantities permit. The color photos shown were prepared with great concern for accuracy. However, it is suggested that actual samples be requested before specifying. Due to the natural variance of the raw materials used, products can be expected to differ slightly from sample to actual product. It is recommended that the products be cleaned after the installation is finished. Contact our representatives for product suggestions.